[Brain Organization of the Preparation for Visual Recognition in Preadolescent Children].
The brain organization of the process of preparation for the perception of incomplete images fragmented to different extents. The functional connections of ventrolateral and dorsoventral cortical zones with other zones in 10-11-year-old and 11-12-year-old children were studied at three successive stages of the preparation for the perception of incomplete images. These data were compared with those obtained for adults. In order to reveal the effect of preparatory processes on the image recognition, we also analyzed the regional event-related potentials. In adults, the functional interaction between dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and other cortical zones of the right hemisphere was found to be enhanced at the stage of waiting for not-yet-recognizable image, while in the left hemisphere the links became stronger shortly before the successful recognition of a stimulus. In children the stage-related changes in functional interactions are similar in both hemispheres, with peak of interaction activity.at the stage preceding the successful recognition. It was found that in 11-12-year-old children the ventrolateral cortex is involved in both preparatory stage and recognition processes to a smaller extent as compared with adults and 10-11-year-old children. At the same time, the group of 11-12-year-old children had more mature pattern of the dorsolateral cortex involvement, which provided more effective recognition of incomplete images in this group as compared with 10-11-year-old children. It is suggested that the features of the brain organization of visual recognition and preceding preparatory processes in 11-12-year-old children are caused by multidirectional effects of sex hormones on the functioning of different zones of the prefrontal cortex at early stages of sexual maturation.